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HHD 

 

 Added new tick box to Livelink tab on configuration screen called No Live Stock/Bin Check. When ticked will skip 
stock code and bin quantity validation checks on live picking this updates the registry key 

 Added new textbox on Pallet screen in live picking to allow the values entered to be applied to the entered 
number of Pallet 

 Change to live packing to get the correct bin quantity when scanning order line 

 Added new panel to match PO to get picker name and set the comment textbox to the picker name and the 
purchase order. 

 Added filter to live picking and marshalled picking to only select order with a specific priority 

 Change to simple courier to set the courier dropdown to the courier already set on the order 

 Added ability to filter orders by packer 

 Added ability to set a crate number at the end of picking, 0= to not show prompt for package number 1 = to show 

 Fix for: HHD was crashing for PO receipt when user tap on PO line to receive. 
 Fix for: "Index out of range" for PO receipt with supplier code. 
 Fix for: picking order in batch mode with traceable item was not asking for traceable data even if you have stock 

file on scanner. 
 Fix for: Pick & Pack in batch mode, when user pack it was not showing any order line. 
 Fixed Match PO to update the correct column when quantity is entered. Matching now clears previous orders 

when changing supplier filter. Fixed the back button not going back to the correct screen 

 Fix for: error in stock lookup when pressing cancel on the stock description search panel 
 Fix for Marshal pick: if user selects order is set for marshalled picking. The user can optionally enter a Product code 

in a new field this will list all sales orders that have the entered stock code outstanding on them. The user can then 
select an order from the displayed list and pick as normal 

 Fix for: product code not being saved if an alternative barcode was scanned using Livelink. 
 Added for Create PO on HHD: Re-order level to stock details when stock code look up is made. 
 910995: Fix for bin replenishment. 
 910700: Added credit limit flag 

 910701: Delivery/Account code on product picking screen at top. 
 910706: Delivery instructions on DM header screen to the "end of pick" on scanners. 
 910801: Fix for TUC quantities while picking (Additional barcode with quantity specified) 
 910982: Fix for Pro-Formas being pulled down to the scanner when they are not meant to. 
 910608: Fix for pick multiple order with same account. 
 910584: Added PO Number & Picker name displays on transaction reference screen on PO receipt. 
 910925: When scanning additional barcode on create PO on HHD, it does not convert to stock code on exported 

csv awaiting to be received in. 
 910729: Fix for marshal picking | product with additional barcode with pack size. 
 Fix for: Code that calculates the dimension to use previously entered value for works order issue. 
 910436: fix for x unit volume = quantity transferred. 
 910438: Fix for live picking with pack size 

 910945: Handheld to see what stock, when booked in, is due to go onto what order 

 Fix for: Marshal Pick with additional product barcode [Live picking] 
 910147: Can a function to search via description be added to bridge for stock lookup. 
 911010: Would like "enter to bin last" option to work on non multiple warehouse option. 
 910608: With multi pick for same account, HHD was showing no multiple orders for this account. 
 910926: Fix for re-order level to be shown on create PO on the HHDs. 
 

LiveLink 

 

 910570: To create a new audit log showing lines that were not fully picked on an order. The audit log will be 
stored in the usual audit log location and with a name of ShortPicks-YYYYMMDD.csv 
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 910491: Fix for total boxes and weight do not want to enter "X" pallet refs per order. 
 Fix multiple bugs for using live link with simple courier 

 910570: Added an additional log file to be created for any lines that are not fully picked on the HH which will be in 
the form of a CSV file  

 CSV File format containing :  Pick date, order number, product code, required qty,  
 Another column to be added to the log.  Pick Locations - which will tell Customer where the stock that was short 

picked was picked from, as this will allow Customer to check locations easily 

 Fixed for: not showing account code in ctran for marshall picking under CTRAN screen. 
 Fix for: Marshall picking if mjmdnum table is open. 
 Fix for: If fails Marshall picking not showing error message on HHD 

 Fix for: Not printing delivery note message on delivery note with live picking. 
 910570 Added: To create a new audit log showing lines that were not fully picked on an order. The audit log will 

be stored in the usual audit log location and with a name of ShortPicks-YYYYMMDD.csv 

 910659: Adds an additional field to PO receipting (search ref 3) to be displayed when booking stock in. 
 910661: on the scanner that will only accept orders of a single priority.  This is to allow export scanners to be set 

up that will filter orders with the export priority and will not bring down standard wholesale orders, so these need 
to be added into live link config 

 So added a check for a new parameter called Priority if empty the usual priority rules apply if set only order of this 
priority will be received on the scanners. 

 Fixed the bug for courier that populated service type incorrectly. 
 910435: Fix for generating CSV with correct format for crowfoot courier system. 
 Fix for: Marshal Pick with additional product barcode [Live picking] 
 Fix for: In CTRAN table unique ID was duplicating while picking order with marshalling. 
 Fix for: Scanning stock incrementing when the wrong barcode is scanned 

 Fix for: live link validation of non-stock items to prevent crashing 

 Fix for: Changed Livelink call for complete and remove from despatched to prevent it from not detecting Livelink 
error 

 

MultiBin and Tracking 

 

Fix for Print labels: 
 Action | print labels | when it show select stock items to print scree it does not show batch number for first line, 

but if you close print screen and re-open it shows batch numbers for all lines, its just when you open first time. 
 Same thing happens if you print stock label after posting PO. 
 

Multibin 

 

 910000: Added print a label for every item on a specific PO so that they can scan each one. 
 911028: fix for proof of delivery | when user double click line opera crash with POD_ACCOUNT variable is not 

found. 
 Added : New tick box to stock options tab 

 1. Enable Search Ref 3 Field 

 2. Enable Additional PO Fields 

 Added New fields to be displayed on Stock Processing Screen depending on Above tick box settings 

 910964: Added new textbox to the bridge options screen where a message can be entered which can then be 
inserted on the delivery note. 

 Fix for : Opera was crashing with [Error: Function argument value, type, or count is invalid] when user generates 
and send stock file. 

 Fix for: Not formatting value in sales view screen [financials | enter sales account number | refresh ] this displays 
invoiced orders, so value column was not formatting value correctly. 
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 910935: Non-stock lines on PO not allowing to post through to Bridge on Opera...invalid stock code. 
 911004: Added Search ref 1 and 2 on MB processing screen, so user don’t have to go back & forth to check search 

red 1 and 2. 
 

Bridge 

 

Fix for: Proof of Delivery Module 

 Opera was crashing when user double click line on "Create van Load Lists" screen 

 Was not sending picked quantity when user generates spool file ("dellist.mjm") 
 910978 & 911028:  POD Module - Syntax error when going into the proof of delivery lines. 
 

Fix for: 
 Unique ID was duplicating while picking with marshalling. 
 

Despatch Manager 

 910702: Fix for On available to pick was only showing priority 4 not 5 and above. 
 910700: Added credit limit for if customer is over credit limit (Awaiting Despatch tab) 
 910704: Displaying & Allocating a Pro-Forma and picking from HHD. 
 910004: Added packer can be allocated from Despatch Manager. 
 910147: Added text search on stock lookup (Only with Livelink) 
 910624: When amending a pick quantity on sales order despatch review screen the correct quantities are saved. 

On both the stock transactions and the sales order despatch figures. 
 910656: The number of packages total at the bottom of the packing screen is calculated incorrectly when using the 

continue pack option. 
 910926: Re-order level to be shown on create PO on the HHD. 
 910509: Pick note generated from Despatch Manager only show bins for current order warehouse. at present it 

lists all warehouse bins 

 910422: Added function to get picked quantity from one order and use those quantity to satisfy another order. 
 910903: Added works order reference for sales order which will display in Despatch Manager with below 

settings— 

 (You need to select Works Order in Line Fields under options for any tabs as per your requirement) 
 910944: Fix for outstanding order balance value on Despatch Manager header. 
 Fix for: Picker ID was not populating into Picker Combobox while completing from awaiting despatch tab. 
 Fix for: Showing false "Failed to complete or remove" message while completing or removing from awaiting 

despatch tab. 
 910509: Fix for, can pick note generated from Despatch Manager only show bins for current order warehouse. at 

present it lists all warehouse bins 

 910604: Fix for, Users saved incorrectly after completing Pick and Pack in Despatch Manager. 
 Fix for: Changed Livelink call for complete and remove from despatched to prevent it from not detecting Livelink 

error 
 Fix for: Corrected formatting of picked quantity for factors and decimal items 

 Fix for: Added list of pickers to packer list when completed and cancelling picker selector on complete now cancels 
complete 


